
Finding the Right Orderin Compositional AggregationBakgroundThe theory of ommuniating proesses [4, 6℄ allows us to impliitly speifyhow hierarhial systems behave, by de�ning how their omponents behave.The expliit model of the behavior of a system an be found by ombining thebehaviors of its omponents. The size of the resulting model, however, growsexponentially with the number of omponents. This problem is know as thestate spae explosion problem.Large models an often be replaed by smaller, equivalent, models. Of ourseit is then neessary to de�ne what we mean by "equivalent". Usually we di�er-entiate between observable and unobservable behavior and use as our de�nitionof equivalene the onept of observational equivalene [6℄. In general we alltwo models equivalent based only on how we observe their behaviors. We donot are about di�erenes in internal behvaior. However, it is often expensiveto ompute the minimized (or aggregated) equivalent of a model, so it is im-perative to avoid the onstrution of these large models altogether. If a systemis de�ned as the omposition of some omponent models we an use the teh-nique of ompositional aggregation. In ompositional aggregation we alternatebetween ombining models and minimizing them to �nd the minimized modelof the entire system in an iterative way. But for purely ommuniating systemsthis tehnique often fails as is desribed in [5℄.In [2℄ Hermanns introdues interative Markov hains (IMCs), whih om-bine ommuniating proesses with stohasti behavior. This formalism an beused to �nd the stohasti behavior of systems, i.e. the resulting model alsoontains information about timing. It turns out that for stohasti models om-positional aggregation an be very suessful in avoiding large state spaes [3, 1℄.However, the e�etiveness of ompositional aggregation is determined largely bythe order in whih the omponents of the system are ombined. For instane,in a three-omponent system we an ask the question: should we �rst ombineomponents A and B and then add omponent C or should we instead startby ombining B and C ? So far, the question of how we should order the om-positions has usually been answered by the researhers themselves. In [1℄ forinstane, the authors used intuitive heuristis and trial-and-error to �nd thebest omposition orders. In order for the ompositional aggregation method tobe fully automati the omposition order must be found in a mehanial way.In [7℄ various formal heuristis are proposed to �nd good omposition orders forommuniating �nite state mahines (CSFM).The AssignmentThe assignment is to de�ne formal omposition-order heuristis for input/outputinterative Markov hains (I/O-IMCs, a variation on IMCs) based on the heuris-tis proposed by Tai and Koppol for CSFMs [7℄ and implement them in the tool1



hain of Boudali, Crouzen and Stoelinga [1℄. The programming language usedin this tool is C. The heuristis must then be applied to a number of ase studiesand ompared to the results of intuition-based heuristis. Finally, the studentwill draw onlusions from this omparison and will, possibly, suggest ideas forother omposition-order heuristis.PrerequisitesRequired Experiene in programming with C or C++.Optional Some knowledge of automata theory.Optional Some knowledge of interative proesses (labelled transition systems).Optional Some knowledge of stohasti modelling (Markov hains)Referenes[1℄ H. Boudali, P. Crouzen, and M. Stoelinga. Dynami fault tree analysisusing input/output interative markov hains. In International Confereneon Dependable Systems and Networks, 2007.[2℄ H. Hermanns. Interative Markov Chains. Springer, 2002.[3℄ H. Hermanns and J.-P. Katoen. Automated ompositional markov haingeneration for a plain-old telephone system. Siene of Computer Program-ming, 36:97{127, 2000.[4℄ C.A.R. Hoare. Communiating Sequential Proesses. 1985.[5℄ K.G. Larsen and R. Milner. Verifying a protool using relativized bisimu-lation. In Automata, Languages and Programming, volume 267 of LetureNotes in Computer Siene, 1987.[6℄ R. Milner. A Calulus of Communiating Systems. 1989.[7℄ K.-C. Tai and P.V. Koppol. An inremental approah to reahability analysisof distributed programs. In International Workshop on Software Spei�a-tions & Design. IEEE, 1993.
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